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Executive summary 

A Phase 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of the proposed upgrading of oxidation 
dams in Loeriesfontein in the Northern Cape has identified no significant impacts to pre
colonial archaeological material that will need to be mitigated prior to proposed 
development activities. 

The following findings were made: 

Three weathered Middle Stone Age flakes and one Later Stone Age flake was 
documented on the site, but these are spread very thinly and unevenly over the 
surrounding landscape. 

The archaeological remains have been rated as having low local significance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and brief 

Van Zyl Environmental Consultants, on behalf of the Hantam Municipality, requested the 
Agency for Cultural Resource Management to undertake an archaeological impact 
assessment of the proposed upgrading and enlargement of oxidation dams on Eli 675 in 
Loeriesfontein in the Northern Cape Province. 

The proposed oxidation dams need to be built in order to extend the towns capacity to 
accept waste water and sewerage, from about 30 0000 m3 pia, to about 350 000 m3 pia. 
The existing oxidation dams are currently not able to handle the amount of sewerage 
that is currently being treated at the plant and is in dire need of upgrading. 

The extent of the proposed development (about 4 ha) falls within the requirements for an 
archaeological impact assessment as required by Section 38 of the South African 
Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999). 

The aim of the study is to locate, identify and map archaeological heritage remains that 
may be negatively impacted by the planning and implementation of the proposed project, 
and to propose measures to mitigate against the impact. 

A palaeontological impact assessment of the proposed project has been carried out by 
consulting palaeontologist Dr John Almond. 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The terms of reference for the archaeological study were: 

.. to determine whether there are likely to be any archaeological sites of significance 
within the proposed site; 

.. to identify and map any sites of archaeological significance within the proposed site; 

.. to assess the sensitivity and conservation significance of archaeological sites within 
the proposed site; 

.. to assess the status and significance of any impacts resulting from the proposed 
development, and 

.. to identify mitigatory measures to protect and maintain any valuable archaeological 
sites that may exist within the proposed site. 
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3. THE STUDY SITE 

A locality map is illustrated in Figure 1. 

An aerial photograph of Loeriesfontein and the proposed study site is illustrated in 
Figures 2 and 3. 

Loeriesfontein is situated approximately 60 kms north of Niewoudtville in the Northern 
Cape Province. The site for the proposed oxidation dam is located about 1 km north of 
the town. The proposed site (Erf 675) is located directly alongside (i.e. west) of the towns 
existing refuse dump and waste water (WWT) and sewerage treatment facility. Access to 
the site is via a small gravel road. The proposed site (S 30° 56 22.2 E 19° 26 01.4 on 
map datum wgs 84), previously communal grazing is heavily overgrazed in parts. There 
is some dumping in the eastern portion of the site, alongside the fenced off refuse and 
WWT site. The site, on a flattish plateau, slopes slightly from north to south and is 
covered with a mix of succulents and bush, with many open spaces occurring in places. 
Many small flat pieces and larger chunks of baked and weathered shale cover the site 
and overly a hard compact surface. There are no significant landscape features on the 
site, but a small stream that eventually flows into the Kamdanie River is located below 
the plateau. The surrounding land use comprises mainly communal grazing land. 
Several footpaths and animal tracks intersect the site. There are no buildings or features 
or structures on the site (Figures 4-9). 

Figure 1. locality Map (3019 CD loeriesfontein) 
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of the Loeriesfontein indicating the proposed site 

Figure 3. Aerial photograph of the study site 
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Figure 4. View of the site facing south east 
toward Loeriesfontein 

Figure 5. View of the site facing south 

Figure 6. View of the site facing south west 

Figure 8. View of the site facing east 

Figure 9. View of the site facing north east 
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4. APPROACH TO THE STUDY 

4.1 Method of survey 

The approach followed in the archaeological study entailed a ground survey of the 
proposed site (Erf 675). 

The site visit and assessment took place on the 15th of October, 2008. 

4.2. Constraints and limitations 

There were no constraints or limitations associated with the proposed project. 

4.3 Potential risks 

There are no archaeological risks associated with the proposed project. 

5. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 The National Heritage Resources Act (Act No. 25 of 1999) 

The National Heritage Resources (NHR) Act requires that" ... any development or other 
activity which will change the character of a site exceeding 5 000m2, or the rezoning or 
change of land use of a site exceeding 10 000 m2, requires an archaeological impact 
assessment" 

The relevant sections of the Act are briefly outlined below. 

5.2 Archaeology (Section 35 (4)) 

Section 35 (4) of the NHR stipulates that no person may, without a permit issued by 
HWC, destroy, damage, excavate, alter or remove from its original position, or collect, 
any archaeological material or object. 

5.3 Burial grounds and graves (Section 36 (3)) 

Section 36 (3) of the NHR stipulates that no person may, without a permit issued by the 
South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA), destroy, damage, alter, exhume or 
remove from its original position or otherwise disturb any grave or burial ground older 
than 60 years, which is situated outside a formal cemetery administered by a local 
authority. 
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6. FINDINGS 

Three weathered Middle Stone Age flakes, of which two are partially retouched, and one 
Later Stone Age utilised flake blade was documented on the site, but these are spread 
very thinly and unevenly over the surrounding landscape. The tools are all in shale. 

The archaeological remains have been rated as having low local significance. 

7. IMPACT STATEMENT 

The impact of the proposed project on archaeological heritage remains is likely to be 
low. 

The probability of locating significant archaeological heritage remains during 
implementation of the project is likely to be improbable. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The Phase 1 Archaeological I mpact Assessment of the proposed upgrading of oxidation 
dams on Erf 675 in Loeriesfontein has identified no significant impacts to pre-colonial 
archaeological material that will need to be mitigated prior to proposed development 
activities. 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendation is made: 

II Should any unmarked human remains be disturbed, exposed or uncovered during 
earthworks, these must immediately be reported to the South African Heritage 
Resources Agency (Mrs Mary Leslie or Dr A. Jerardino 021-462 4502). 
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